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AD D R ESS.

Gentlemen of the Senate
and of the House of Representatives

We are assembled, in pursuance of tlie pro-
visions of the Constitution and laws of Massa-
chusetts, and by the selection of her citizens, to
discharge, during the present year, the legislative
and executive functions of her government. A
trust so intimately affecting all classes of her
people in their civil, social, and domestic life,—
compassing so largely their rights, privileges, and
property, and spreading so generally through all
their interests and activities,—appeals at once to
our most sacred convictions of duty, our impartial
judgment, and to a high and steadfast ambition.

The founders of the Commonwealth relied
upon the ruling hand of the Almighty while
they built up the State with the offices of religion
and patriotism, and they have sent these sacred
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injunctions along with the heritage which they
bequeathed to posterity.

Io the same beneficent Providence we turn in
the commencement of our labors, with the prayer-
ful hope that God will be with ns as he was with
our fathers.

The Muse of History is already winding the
last envelopes upon our first centennial scroll, and
we look back with rekindled faith and gratitude
through one hundred years of national existence
illumined by the glories of the closing epoch.
The Colonies, few and feeble, at first patient
under oppression, then stung by injustice, and,
at last, burning with the love of liberty, launched
into being as a Vation upon a declaration of
natural and political rights, vital with immortal
truth, and falling with renovating and electric
touch upon the hearts and consciences of man-
kind. Viewed even in the familiar aspect of the
present day, the Republic was one of those
sublime conceptions which are grasped only in
a state of high mental exaltation, and after
every personal possession has been brought to
the altar of unselfish patriotism. It embodied the
instinctive wisdom which flows from virtue almost
divine, coupled with the deductions of experience
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through all the ages and wherever humanity has
struggled for a government of natural freedom,
restrained only by the limitations of social neces-
sity. The great appeal put forth with momentous
solemnity on the fourth of July, 1776, was both
a declaration and a prophecy. It declared the
natural equality of all men before the laws ; and
the pledge of life, fortune, and sacred honor to

the maintenance of this declaration was the
promise that this Western Continent should, in
the providence of God, exhibit an example of
national greatness based upon this immortal
principle.

Stepping into an arena Avhere the light of
truth, rather than the precedents of example,
was to be the guide, the effort to combine in
national unity, colonies already measurably devel-
oped under the influences of different blood,
different antecedents, and different physical con-

ditions,—what wonder that there crept into the
organization the lingering elements of discord,
the scattered seeds of imperfect civilization, or the
smouldering embers of impending war!
and individual lives have the common inheritance
of discipline in their higher developments ; and if
the strengthening of virtue follows the resistance
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of evil in the one case, it is also decreed that
nations shall rise in power and dignity as the
reward of righteousness.

The progress of the country through these
hundred years has been constant and beneficent.
The forests have been subdued, the rivers spanned,
the mountains scaled, the prairies planted, trans-
portation everywhere provided, the mines opened,
industries established, commerce extended, the
arts encouraged, science and literature cultivated,
education fostered by public provision and private
bounty, knowledge disseminated by press and
platform, religion recognized and espoused, and
all the elements of high civilization’ put into
action from sea to sea. Moreover, the conflict-
ing elements of that civilization have measured
strength in trials of experience. False theories
of local government, and of the relations of the
States to the Union, have passed away; the
great conflict between freedom and slavery,
which surged in the capitol and before the people,
culminated in a resort to arms which struck the
last shackle from the slaves, and made the flag
of the Republic indeed the ensign of freedom,
regardless of the boundaries of States or of
sections. The recent amendments to the Federal
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Constitution have secured the main achievments
of the war with the seal of fundamental law,
by giving to the liberated slaves exemption from

political disability on account of race, color, or

previous condition of servitude ; have incorpo-
rated them numerically in the basis of repre-
sentation, and established their rights and pre-
rogatives of citizenship. And all these political
results have been accepted by the people of the
country without party distinctions and with sub-
stantial unanimity. The bitterness of sectional
hatred has given place to a generous cordiality,
and the voice of disunion is forever hushed in a

loyal patriotism.
With these results attained, the people of the

country are prepared for new departures in political
policy, and the pursuit of new means and objects
of growth and renown. There is a healthy
determination among them for the purification of
the public service wherever its administration is
faulty or corrupt; a demand for economy and
retrenchment in every department of government,
national, state, and municipal ; for the extension
of the blessings of education into the States lately
in rebellion, and for the encouragement there and
everywhere of social order under the common
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securities for life, person and property; for such
an adjustment of the laws to the commercial and
industrial interests and resources of the country
as shall best revive its business, and give to all
classes, and especially to the laboring and depend-
ent, renewed and enlarged opportunities to better
their condition, and to secure that competency
which should he the reward of honest toil ; for
a currency which, while adapted to the wants
and convenience of local exchange and invest-
ment, shall be stable, and accord with the recog'-' o

nized standards of value in other civilized and
commercial countries ; and that the national debt
shall be honestly paid according to the public
promise. So strong are these demands,—these
determinations in the minds of the people,—
that we may confidently believe that no organi-
zation and no party can retain or receive the
public confidence, or deserve it, if it disre-
gards them ; that every Legislature will be
expected to pursue them, and that henceforth
the}’’ will be among the potential agencies in
political administration, and the guaranties both
of a higher standard of public and personal
morality, and of a quickened and permanent
prosperity.
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It is under such expectations and auspices that

we begin our official duties, and it will be my
endeavor to join in cordial cooperation with you

for their fullest accomplishment.

STATE FIX ANTES

The public debt of the Commonwealth now

amounts to nearly thirty-four millions of dollars,
showing an apparent increase over the correspond-
ing period last year of about four and a half

millions, a larger increase than has been made
in any year since the direct expenses for the war

ceased. A portion of this increase was authorized
by the Legislatures of previous years, but did
not appear in their accounts; and a portion of
the money raised is still in the treasury, a favor-

able state of the money market having rendered
it expedient, in the opinion of the fiscal officers,
to anticipate the immediate demands upon appro-
priations; but I am informed that it is certain the
whole amount, and probably some additions, will
be required to complete the objects and fulfil the

purposes for which the appropriations were made.
It will be observed, also, that the increase of the
sinking-fund account is made nearly commensu-
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rate with the increase of the debt; this fund is
kept unimpaired and unpledged, except for the
special purposes for which it has been from time
to time created, and it therefore virtually pro-
vides for the ultimate payment of that portion of
the debt. Yet an increasing debt makes also
an increasing interest account, which must be
annually provided for in some form of taxation.

While the credit of the State justly remains
unimpaired, and its resources are amply sufficient
to keep it so, yet the continued depression of the
business of the country, and the diminished income
of almost all classes of the people, admonish us

that there should be no increase in any form of
the public indebtedness or expenditures except for
purposes of cardinal importance and necessity.
The tendencies of the times have been towards
excess and extravagance in all things, and vigi-
lance is required to prevent the extension of this
influence into the objects of legislation, and thus to
bring directly or unawares upon the State, pecuu
iary burdens which will be oppressive to the people
and injurious to its credit at home and abroad. It
has always been a subject of honorable satisfaction
to our fellow-citizens, that the good credit of the
State has been maintained through the vicissitudes
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of peace and war; and the premiums which have
from time to time been realized from the sale of its

bonds, have formed a considerable portion of the

sinking funds which are so important a security
for its loans.

The following statement shows the amount and

character of the funded debt, January 1, 1876:—

Aggregate funded debt, January
1,1875,
Scrip issued during the year:—

Trov & Greenfield

$29,165,201 00

R. E. loan (stg.), $1,497,980 00
Troy & Greenfield

K. E. loan (dol.), 1,300,000 00
Worcester Hospital

loan, . . . 750,000 00
Danvers Hospital

loan, . . . 250,000 00
State Prison and

Women’s Prison
(sterling), . . 1,292,280 00

5,090,260 00

imount carried forward. $31,555,164 00
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$34,555,464 00Amount brought forward,

Paid during the year:—

Harbor Improvement
loan, . . . $230,000 00

Union Fund loan, . 432,000 00
Lunatic Hospital and

Prison loan of 1854, 1,000 00
Almshouse loan of

1854, . . . 1,000 00
Hew ' State Prison

loan, . . . 5,000 00
669,000 00

Present funded debt, . . $33,886,464 00

Classification of the debt:—
Railroad loans, . $17,768,996 00
War loans, . .

12,721,188 00
Ordinary loans, . 3,393,280 00

$33,886,464 00
.Net increase of funded debt

in 1875,
.

$4,421,260 00

Thirteen thousand dollars of overdue bonds
have not yet been called for.

The balance of the Union Fund loan, $1,424,000,
will mature during the current year, and its pay-
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ment is amply provided for by the sinking fund
applicable for that purpose.

The sinking funds amount to $11,725,309.12
These funds, as also the Back Bay lands, the

South Boston flats, and other property, are, by
existing laws, pledged for the redemption of the
state debt, and with, perhaps, the exception of the
Troy and Greenfield loan and the prison and

hospital loan, will be sufficient for its redemption
at maturity.

The estimates for 1876 are as follows
Ordinary expenditures and pay-

ments from the revenue, . . . $-1,960,700 00
The ordinary revenue of the year,

including revenue cash in the
treasury,

.....
3,619,231 00

A state tax of $1,800,000 or $2,000,000 will be
necessary to meet the estimated deficiency, and
leave the treasury at the close of the year with
cash in hand sufficient for such calls as may be
made upon it before the ordinary revenues of the
succeeding year shall begin to be realized.
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VALUATION AND TAXATION.

The attention of the people of the country is
becoming aroused to the increase which has been
going on, since the close of the civil war, in
every branch of the public indebtedness; hut the
nature and extent of this increase are only par-
tially apprehended, and its effect upon the pro-
ductive industry of the country is hut imperfectly
understood. The following table shows the

growth of state, county, and municipal indebted-
ness in Massachusetts, between the years 1865
and 1875:

Indebtedness.

1865. 1870. 1875.

State, . . . $22,893,972 56 $30,823,380 02 $29,465,204

;y, . . 423,46 126 485,498 84 1,620,645 40County

Municipal, . . 19,852,109 21 81,671,268 29 80,427,24

>0,146 65 $111,418,094 40Totals,
. .

$43,169

Of the municipal indebtedness of 1875, $65,-

126,341 belonged to cities and $15,000,904 to

towns.
We see here an increase in the total pub-

lic indebtedness within the Commonwealth of
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$68,243,551.38, or 158 per cent, on the indebtedness
of 1865. In the meanwhile, the increase in our

population and valuation has not kept pace with
our expenses. In population, the gain was from

1,267,031 to 1,651,912,—a little more than 30 per
cent. In valuation, the gain was from $991,841,901
in 1865 to $1,840,785,000 in 1875,—about per
cent.,—an annual average of $84,894,310. Only
once since 1869 has this average been reached,
namely, in 1872; which year appears to have
been one representing a period of unprecedented
public prosperity, every county in the Common-
wealth advancing its valuation and contributing
to a grand total of $199,248,283,—considerably
more than double the average annual gain of
the decade. The falling off last year was so
marked as to call for special notice. The gain
in 1875 was only $9,183,835, which was 13 per
cent, on the value gained in 1874, and 11 per cent,

on the annual average during the ten years now
under review, and less than 5 per cent, on the
exceptional gain of 1872.

The figures thus laid before you show,
further, that the important increase in our
expenses has been in the counties, cities, and
towns, rather than in the administration of the
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affairs of the Commonwealth. While the in-
crease in the state debt from 1860 to 1875 was
about 29 per cent., that in the county indebt-
edness for the same period wms about 260 per
cent., and that in the debts of the cities and towns
was 305 per cent. It is evident, also, not only
from the accumulation of debt in the towns and
cities, but from the increase in local taxation, that
the municipal expenses greatly exceed, and are
out of all proportion to, those of the State. For
example : the total tax for state, county, city, and
town purposes, in 1872, was $22,911,883; in 1875,
it was $27,709,848. In both these years the state
annual tax was the same, namely, two million

dollars; the increase in the levy, therefore, of 21
per cent., or four and three-quarters millions
of dollars in three years, is altogether charge-
able to local expenditures. This alarming ten-

dency to excessive expenditures in towns and cities,

led to the enactment of a very sound and con-

servative measure, at the last session of the
Legislature, for limiting and regulating municipal

indebtedness, and I believe the influence of that

Act has already been decidedly beneficial. Such
careful examination of the subject as I am sure
you will make, will lead you to determine whether
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any further legislation in the same direction is
desirable. It is the duty of the Legislature
and the Executive to scrutinize closely every
proposition which involves the possibility of a

draft upon the treasury of the State. At the
same time it cannot he too deeply impressed upon
the people of the Commonwealth, that the re-
sponsibility for the increase in their taxes, and
in the various forms of public indebtedness, rests
mainly with themselves; and that their voice and
vote, either directly, in town meeting, or in city
councils selected by themselves, have decided upon
and ordered the outlays which have been swell-
ing the volume of annual expenditure to the
extent here indicated. It is proper to add that
the state of things revealed by this exhibit, in
Massachusetts, is probably by no means an excep-
tional one in the country. If a similar analysis
were made in other States, it would, no doubt,
show a condition of affairs equally surprising. It
is with our own Commonwealth, however, that we
are especially concerned to-day.

The returns of the savings banks for the last
three years, show a steady increase in the total

SAVINGS BANKS.

3
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amount on deposit; a slight gain in the deposits
in 1875 over those made in 1871 ; and, notwith-

standing the prevailing depression in our indus-
tries, a smaller amount withdrawn from these
institutions in 1875 than in either of the two

previous years. The official figures are as follows:
In 1873 there were 175 savings banks, with a total

of deposits of $202,195,313 ; in 1871, 179 banks,
deposits $217,152,120; in 1875, 180 banks, de-

posits $238,396,581. The total amount deposited
during the three years, was ; In 1873, $58,816,558;
in 1871, $57,611,608; in 1875, $59,930,111. The
withdrawals in each year were: In 1873, $50,158,-
310; in 1871, $19,696,893 ; in 1875, $16,996,036.
You will no doubt see that the necessary legis-
lation for protecting the interests of depositors,
and of the public, in these institutions, exists, or

shall he provided.

Notwithstanding the financial depression, thirty-
eight miles of new railroad have been constructed
within the State during the year. The average

annual construction during the last forty years
has been about fifty miles. During the year
ended September 30, 1873, the date of the

EAILKOADS.
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financial crisis,—one hundred and thirty-one miles
were constructed.

There has been during the last year a fortu-

nate immunity from railroad accidents. Out of

42,030,846 passengers carried, not one has been
killed by any cause not occasioned by his own
carelessness, and only six have been in any way
injured, and most of those hut very slightly.

The doings and earnings of the railroads afford
perhaps a good indication of the condition, whether
prosperous or otherwise, of the business of the
community. The last was the second railroad
year since the financial collapse of September,
1873. During the first
the railroads decreased

the gross earnings of
nly eight-tenths of one

per cent., the falling off being wholly in receipts
from freight, while from passengers there was
a distinct increase. The continued business
depression has, however, during the last year,
told more decidedly; for not only the volume
of passenger traffic decreased 1.05 per cent., and
that of freight 9.05 per cent., but this decreased
amount of business has also been done at less
profit than before ; the
receipts being 2.07 per c

lecrease in passenger
it., and in freights 9.8

per cent. In both respects the falling off has
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been mainly on the through business, and this
was most especially noticeable as respects freights.
During the last year the railroads of this State,
as a rule, did their through freighting business
at a very low profit, and, in some cases, apparently,
at a loss. The net profit on running freight
trains, whether for through or local business, has
been as low as six cents per mile, and has varied
between that and forty-seven cents. As the

average weight of a freight train is some three
hundred tons, it will be seen that this is a small
margin of profit

The Board of Railroad Commissioners has

prepared, and will submit with its forthcoming
report, a measure in relation to railroads, which
it deems of first-class importance, and which, if
successful in this State, could hardly fail to

exercise great influence on the country at large.
The books and accounts of the railroad cor-

porations are now kept in various ways, and
under independent and arbitrary rules, and the
statements made up from them and given to

the public, are often incomplete and unintelli-
gible, and sometimes, perhaps, are incorrect. The
remedial measure recommended is based on the

two principles of uniformity and publicity in
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accounts, and it is proposed that, hereafter, the

books of all these corporations shall be kept
on a uniform system, and under a supervision

ure strict compliancesufficiently public to in
with the law.

general laws now in
leem to he satisfactory,

In other respects tin
force relating - to railroad;

and rather to require to he left alone than to hi
further amended.

HOOSAC TU-VAKL.

One of the largest enterprises in which the
State is interested is the Iloosac Tunnel and
the Troy and Greenfield Railroad connecting
therewith. It has been found of late years also
to be one of the most difficult of management—-
whether regarded in the light of a pecuniary
investment, or of its utilization as an element in
our system of internal improvements

In stating the present condition of this
enterprise, it will he necessary to remind you
that the opening of the tunnel through the
Hoosac mountain hy no means finished the work
necessary to render it available for use as a rail-
road line. For the purpose of completing what
needed to he done on the railroad, and of inquiring



into the business connections which could prob-
ably be entered into between this and various
trunk lines, and of devising a scheme for its
best utilization, the Legislature of 1874 passed
au Act providing for the appointment by the
Governor and Council of five persons, to lie
a body corporate for one year, from July 1,
1874, under the name of the " Boston, Iloosac
Tunnel and Western Railroad Company”; and
to them were given full powers of construction
and administration. Their report, submitted to
the Legislature in January last, will reward your
careful perusal.

Simultaneously with the incorporation of this
board, one million and a half of dollars were
appropriated to be expended upon that part of
the Troy and Greenfield Railroad lying west of
Bardwelfs Ferry, three hundred thousand dollars
having been previously appropriated for con-
structing- archways in defective portions of the
eastern and central divisions of the tunnel. This
latter sum was to he expended by the Governor
and Council, by whom a contract was made (Aov.
19, 1874) for arching about two thousand feet of

the tunnel, which, upon such general inspection
as had then been made, was supposed to be all

2 GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS. [Jan.
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the arching that was required. The corporators,
upon examination of the property placed in their
charge, found the Troy and Greenfield Railroad
"in an exceedingly unsatisfactory condition,”'* due
not only to defects in original construction, but
to subsequent neglect; and they at once entered
into contracts for the work of repair and re-

construction, which required its completion by
the Ist of July, 1875 ; but I am informed
that the work will probably not be completed
before the end of the present year.

The Legislature of 1875 passed an Act placing
the control of the property after July 1, 1875,
in the hands of the Governor and Council;
and appropriated the sum of one million three
hundred thousand dollar:
upon the work.

to be expended by them

Four thousand feet of
addition to the two thorn
were found to be necen

this additional work, or

arching in the tunnel, in
and feet then in progress,
■airy; and a contract for
for such portion of it as

can be completed at a cost not exceeding $900,000,
was made on the 9th of September last. It is
agreed that the work of arching shall cease on the
30th of June, 187G. The C Governor and Council
also contracted, in September and October last, for
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rebuilding that part of the line lying between
Bardwell’s Ferry and Greenfield, and these con-
tracts have a year to run from their date. The
line between the tunnel and Xorth Adams, includ-
ing the little tunnel, was contracted for in Febru-
ary, 1875, and will be completed in the ensuing-
spring. The road between Forth Adams and the
Vermont state line is nearly completed.

While it may be frankly admitted, that in the
progress of this work, during the last quarter of
a century antedating the period to which I
have thus far referred, there has no doubt been
much mismanagement and much injudicious ex-

penditure, it may yet be interesting and some-
what instructive to compare its cost with that
of other public works of similar nature in other
States and countries. The bridge over the Mis-
sissippi Fiver at St. Louis, with its connecting
tunnel under the city, together less than two
and a half miles in length, less than half the
length of the Iloosac Tunnel, ■— is reported as
having cost thirteen and a half millions of
dollars, of which three and a half millions were
absorbed by discounts, commissions, and interest
on bonds. The Mont Cenis Tunnel was thirteen
years in construction: its length is about
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seven and a half miles, and its total cost was

from twelve and a half to thirteen million

dollars, gold value, with labor at about half
the price paid for the Iloosac Tunnel work. On
the acquisition of Savoy, France assumed one-

half of this tunnel, agreeing to pay for it the

sum of £1,287,000, to which was subsequently
added a large sum as compensation to the con-

tractors for completing the work several years
before the expiration of the contract time. The
half interest of France in this tunnel must have
cost upwards of seven millions of dollars, gold
value. The St. Gothard Tunnel which will have
a length of about nine and a half miles, will cost.
according to present estimates, about eleven and

gold value, with cheapa half millions of dollar;

European labor.
The amount of money and credit advanced by

the State for the Trov and Greenfield Railroad
to the 31st of December, 1875, was $11,920,-
384.67; the interest paid on loans to the same
date, was $3,203,628.99; total, $15,123,963.66.
The balance of legislative appropriations unex-

pended on the 31st of December, 1875, was
$1,414,162.82. The total cost of the railroad
and tunnel, therefore, when all existing appro-

i
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priations shall have been exhausted, will be
116,538,126.48.

Looking to the future, so far as relates to the
completion of the tunnel and of the Troy and
Greenfield Itabroad, no legislation seems to be
called for at the present session, the work being
all under contract, with the prospect of being
faithfully performed. INor will you now he asked
by me to vote any further appropriations in aid of
it. If I rightly interpret the feeling of the peo-
ple, they hold the opinion very positively, that
the State has gone as far as it ought to go in
the expenditure of money on the tunnel line,
and that it must cease to be a source of expense
to the Commonwealth; until we have some new

and convincing evidence to the contrary, I think
we must all share in this conviction.

The important question still remains, however,
in what manner and by what means shall this
great public work be ultimately brought to serve
the purposes for which the State has become inter-
ested in it at so large an outlay ? This question
has been carefully treated in the report of the
corporators, before alluded to, and it is satisfac-
tory to learn therefrom that the opinion which
they had previously formed of what the tunnel
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line might be made to accomplish, and of the

public advantages to be expected from it under

a vigorous management, were much increased in
the progress of their investigations. They take
occasion to add, however, " We are, at the least,
equally impressed with the extreme necessity of

some early action which shall fix a policy under

which it may be developed.” After discussing
quite elaborately four different plans, the corpo-
rators were unanimous and decided in recoin

mending one by which the properties of the
State should be consolidated with those of private
connecting lines in mixed ownership, the whole
to be taken in charge by a board of director
fairly representing the several constituenck
but retaining in the State a directing power
equal to all the other;

The Legislature of 1875 appears not to have
been ready to concur in the recommendation of th
corporators, but adopted instead, a plan for the
continued possession by the State of the railroad
and tunnel, with a view to holding them in trr
charging simply a moderate toll for their u

Phis is what is known as the toll-gate plan

and is embodied in the Act of March 30, 187.’
While I may not rightly interpret the intention of
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the Legislature in this Act, yet an examination of
the whole subject seems to indicate that the final
question of a fixed policy of future management
was practically, and perhaps intentionally, left open
until the thorough completion of the line under
the appropriations, with the apparent expectation
that in the meanwhile further light would more
plainly show the best course to be taken. This
course may be a question for your determination.

The tunnel line, hy
under the management
Council, who employ
dinates in one or more

in reality operate the
submit to your consider

existing legislation, is
of the Governor and

a manager and subor-
departments, but who
line. I respectfully

tion whether the exec-
utive branch of the state government can per-
manently manage the miles of tunnel and
forty miles of railroad which form only part of
an undeveloped and disconnected line, in such
manner as shall secure its success and realize
the just expectations of the people whose
money has constructed it. The lano-uag-e of the
corporators is very emphatic on this point.
They say:—•

"We hold it almost puerile to hope that the tunnel
route can be developed in any such way as to justify its
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construction except through the agency of an energetic,
concentrated, and wealthy management. In organizing
such a management, it may he desirable to secure every
guarantee of the use of the tunnel by weaker connecting
roads; but it is none the less true that the business of the
main through line can only be developed—as the people
of the State have a right to expect it to be developed—-
through a management as vigorous as those with which it
is forced either to contract or to contend.”

The idea of perpetual management by the
executive department of

ity to further outlays to
to business complications
that have arisen in the

the State, with its liabil-
an unlimited extent, and
more intricate than any

progress of construction,
must, I think, enforce the effort to consolidate all
the interests on this new route, or so many of
them as may be prepared to enter into an equi-
table arrangement for consolidation, in such man-

ner and on such basis as may hereafter be mutu-
ally agreed upon under legislative sanction.

I have fewer misgivings than are sometimes
expressed, respecting the ultimate commercial
success of the tunnel line, under proper organiza-
tion and wise management. It is hardly to he sup-
posed that a railroad property of this magnitude,
lying between two great points of supply and
consumption, and within the limits of the most
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populous State in the Union, will not sooner or
later attract such connections as will command,
a ratable portion of business from present and
from newly created sources. The steady growth
of the country, and of its vast internal trade,
makes a continually increasing demand upon the
transportation capabilities of the continent; and
the steady advance of the capital city of .New
England, both in its foreign commerce and in its
domestic industries, holds out strong inducements
to all the existing and projected lines which here
converge, to multiply their facilities and to extend
their connections to the utmost.

The tunnel route may be expected largely
to create a traffic for itself, and will take
its due share with others, in the benefits of
that revived and expanding prosperity which we
anticipate for ourselves and for the country at
large at no very distant day.

THE IIAEBOI? COMMISSION*.

Massachusetts is the only State which has as
yet organized a Board of Commissioners, vested
with general authority over the harbors and tide-
waters within its territory.

The coast line of the State embraces an impor-
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taut section of the seaboard of the United States.
It includes the port of Boston, which ranks among
the foremost of those engaged in foreign and

domestic commerce: Gloucester, which is une-

qualled in its fisheries; Xcw Bedford, possessing
our largest whaling fleet; and Provincetown Har-
bor and Vineyard Haven, the two most valuable
and most frequented harbors of refuge on the
Atlantic coast. Besides these, there are thirty-

three other ports which play important parts in the
commercial progress of the country.

In order that improvements in these ports may
not be delayed in awaiting the session and action
of the Legislature, the State lias delegated to the
Harbor Commission its powers to grant licenses
for all works and structures extending into these

tide-waters; to give hearings to all parties, adjust
differences, and prescribe the modes and conditions
under which such structu
Board has exercised the
every harbor of the State,
and accumulated other dat
enable it to devise and c

res shall be built. The
se functions in nearly

and has made surveys
a relating to them which
any out comprehensive

projects of improvement.
In Boston harbor the C ommission has executed

through its instrumen-important work. Largely
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tality, the reclamation of the South Boston flats is
now fairly under way, and has received its con-
stant supervision. This is the most impor-
tant harbor improvement yet undertaken by the
State. It provides not only for the creation of
new territory suitable for railroad termini and
first-class maritime purposes, but for the removal
of the shoals from the main channel and the
addition of several hundred acres to the anchor-
age of the upper harbor.

A comprehensive scheme for the improvement
of the navigation of Charles Eiver has been put
in process of execution as a measure of compen-
sation for grants to the Cambridge Improvement
Company, which promises substantial harbor
benefits.

Among the powers vested in the Commission
is that of authority to memorialize Congress on
subjects of harbor and coast improvement. It has
exercised this authority with success, and has been
instrumental in obtaining large appropriations for
dredging out channels, removing rocks, and pro-
tecting wasting headlands by the construction of
extensive sea-walls.
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The general management of the large extent
of flats at South Boston belonging to the Com-
monwealth, was intrusted by the last Legislature
to agents to be appointed by the Governor and
Council. Three gentlemen were accordingly se-
lected to assume this charge in August last, and

they entered upon their duties in September.
They have taken the proper measures to gather
the information and obtain the engineering data
necessary for laying before the Legislature a

general plan of these lands.
It was provided by the 239th chapter of the

Acts of 1875, that this plan should specify the
portions of these flats, which, in the judgment
of the agents, should be devoted to railway,
commercial, and general purposes respectively.
Such a duty will evidently require great con-

sideration, and a careful study of many interests,
for its thorough performance.

I understand that these agents will soon call
your attention to portions of the Act under which
they serve, with a view to asking changes therein
which they deem essential to the proper adminis-
tration of their duties

SOUTH BOSTON FLATS
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AGKICXJLTUEE.

In surveying the manifold industries of the
State, agriculture is so comparatively noiseless
as to he liable to pass unnoticed, unless we

are reminded hy some special incident of its
importance. Though not an agricultural State,
in the connnon acceptance of the term, yet the
statistics show that the farmers of Massachusetts
raise more per acre, on an average, even of the
staple crops, like corn and wheat, than do those
of the great agricultural States of the Union.
The annual yield of the farms of this State, accord-
ing to the returns of 1865, was nearly eighty-two
millions of dollarsj and it is thought to be reason-

ably certain that since that date there has been a

gradual increase in the form of small fruits,
garden or market vegetables, and the dairies,
though there may have been some decrease in

the staple crops of the farms.
Experiments undertaken along the sea-shore, in

diking and reclaiming extensive tracts of salt
marshes, have proved so far satisfactory as to

greatly increase the interest in this enterprise, and
there is every prospect that thousands of acres of
fertile lands will be added to the productive area ot
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the State. Careful scientific investigations into the
changes which take place in the soil of reclaimed
marshes, have been instituted under the direction of

the State Board of Agriculture, which afford valu-
able information and aid to practical cultivators,
and which are likely to stimulate to greater efforts

in similar reclamations along our sea-coast. An
interesting and valuable series of experiments has
been instituted under the auspices of the Massa-
chusetts Agricultural College, in promoting the
growth of crops; and these experiments have
excited a degree of interest and inquiry among
the farmers, which is likely to lead to important
results. The past year has been one of more
than usual prosperity to agricultural industry, and
the courage and hopefulness among the farming
community, we are told, present a strong contrast

to the general depression in mercantile, manufact-
uring and mechanical pursuits. The number of

incorporated agricultural societies which receive
bounty from the State, is thirty-five, and the
amount of bounty received is about $lB,OOO.
It is suggested that some changes in the methods
of distributing this bounty could he #nade, by
which the objects sought by the distribution would
be likely to be further promoted.
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AMENDMENTS.CONSTITUTIONAL

My immediate predece
of the Legislature of last

to our State Constitution
ing for the election by

isor called the attention

year to the amendment
adopted in 1855, provid-
the people, of sheriffs,

registers of probate, commissioners of insolvency,
clerks of courts, and district-attorneys, and recom-
mended an inquiry respecting the expediency of

repealing this amendment, and of returning, in the

selection of these officials, to the original method
of appointment. The Legislature, by the requisite
majority in both branches, adopted resolutions in

favor of repealing the amendment referred to, as

far as relates to sheriffs, commissioners of insol-

vency, clerks of courts, and district-attorneys. It

will be necessary for you to confirm this action
before the propositions thus to change the Con-
stitution can he submitted to the people; and I
would bespeak for the subject your favorable
consideration.

Severnlycars have elapsed since the last publi-
cation of the special laws of the Commonwealth
was made, and I would suggest that the preparation

SPECIAL LAW
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of another volume during the present year Ik
authorized and provided for.

KEDISTEICTIXG THE STATE.

I remind you of the provisions of the Con-
stitution which require the General Court, at
the session next after the taking of a state
census, to redistrict the State for councillors and
senators, and to reapportion the number of rep-
resentatives among the several counties. It will
he your duty, therefore, at the present session, to
divide the Commonwealth into eight councillor
districts of contiguous territory, each district to

contain, as nearly as practicable, an equal number
of inhabitants with the others; also into forty

senatorial districts, each to contain, as nearly as
possible, an equal number of legal voters with the

others; and, further, to apportion the two hundred
and forty seats in the House of Representatives
among the several counties according to the rela-
tive number of voters in them.

THE MILITIA.

During the last year the militia was brought into
unusual prominence on account of (he centennial
celebrations, in which it bore a conspicuous part,
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receiving encomiums from visiting strangers; and
in no way, I believe, has its good reputation
received injury. Especially was it commended
by the general commanding the United States
army, and other military officers of high rank,
for its good appearance on the 17th of June,
when, under special authority of the Legislature,
the entire division was ordered to this city in
performance of the annual duty required usually
on the last in May.

For details respecting the various tours of duty
required by law during the year, and of special
service performed at Springfield, South Deerfield,
and Fall River under precept of civil authority,
I refer you to the report of the Adjutant-Gen-
eral, about to be submitted.

ISTo changes in the organization of the militia
have occurred during the year. A number of
applications to form new companies have been

received, but have necessarily been refused, the
statutes providing for the gradual reduction of the
force to 5,000 officers and men; there are now on

the rolls the names of 42-4 commissioned officers
and 6,123 enlisted men.

Uniforms have been provided, under the appro-
priations of the Legislature of last year, at an
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expense of $85,000, for that portion of the force

which -was not supplied in 187 L
The total expenditures for the militia, during

the year past, have amounted to $316,1T8.19.
No expenditures for uniforms will he needed

the present year, except for repairs and to supply
the losses made in one or two companies on

account of fire in the armories, where by law the
uniforms are required to be kept.

The great centennial celebration which is to take
place at Philadelphia during the present year will
doubtless attract thither portions, at least, of the
militia of the different States of the Union; and
it seems proper that the Legislature shall season-

ably decide to what extent the militia of this State
shall be represented.

I cannot forbear to call your attention to the
large and increasing cost of this service, now

amounting in gross, as will be seen, to about a

thousand dollars for each secular day in the year,
and to recommend inquiry into its necessity or

expediency. The officers of administration appear
to discharge their duties with competency and
fidelity, and it may be necessary to examine the
system itself to find the points of retrenchment.
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An official statement shows the following-
O

expenditure during the last five years:—

In 1871, ....$205,721 32
1872, .... 239,265 80
1873, .... 183,209 53
1874, .... 383,019 30
1875, .... 316,148 19
A total of, . . . $1,327,364 14

In this amount are included the
following extraordinary expenses in
the same period:—

1871. Peabody Rifles, . . $50,000 00
Reception of Russian

Duke, 5,000 00
49,990 04
14,844 50

1872. Troops at Boston fire
1873. Uniforms,

.

1874. Uniforms,
1875. Uniforms,

196,734 46
85,000 00

401,569 00

Leaving as ordinary expenses for five years, $925,795 14
and showing an average of $185,159.03 per annum.

The total expenditures of 1875 were . $316,148 19
Deduct extraordinary expenses (uniforms), 85,000 00

Leaving the current expense for the year, .
$231,148 19

An excess over the average of 5 years of .
45,989 16
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While Americans may profit by foreign example
in all its successes in the arts of peace, it appears

to be needless that we should do so in provision for

war. Placed upon a continent by ourselves, apart
from the frictions and complications of other nations
or principalities with whom Ave might othenvise be
involved in war, there seems at best but limited
necessity that the national government even should
maintain a large and highly disciplined army.
And this exemption is still further suggested
by the fact that Ave are not a nation seeking
military conquests, for our domain is sufficiently
ample to satisfy the most vaulting ambition, and
Ave are but little exposed to possible invasion by
armed forces. The country is at present full of
veteran soldiers prepared for any emergency that
can immediately arise; and the study of military
tactics and their practice in schools and colleges
as part of their teaching and discipline, will be
constantly educating a neAv generation in the
theory and practice of manoeuvres. These,
together Avith the trained officers of the army
and navy Avho are professionally educated in the

military schools at West Point and at Annapolis,
ought largely to supply the skill in military art
required in any necessity which the country is

6
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likely to meet. But whatever it may be expedi-
ent for the nation at large to do in the main-
tenance of a standing army, it seems hardly
possible that the States, being sovereign only
within the scope of their own constitutions,
can in the nature of things need an expen-
sive military force to sustain the civil authority
beyond the duties and the power of the police,
and to perform such other duties as appertain
to the militia. While, therefore, it is right and
expedient that such militia organization as the
State maintains should be suitably equipped and
otherwise provided for, it is for you to determine
whether this can be satisfactorily accomplished
by means which shall encourage the patriotism
of those who render the service, and at the same
time be less burdensome upon the public treasury.

The Report of the Surgeon-General, which will
be submitted to the General Court, describes the
general operations of his department.

The computed sum collected for soldiers and
their dependents approximates a million of dollars.

Xo estimate of the amount of work performed
by this bureau can be made without an examina-
tion of its voluminous records.

In regard to the militia, some sanitary recom-
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mendations are made respecting the state encamp-
ment grounds, which are entitled to consideration.

The sixth annual report of the Bureau of the
Statistics of Labor (1875) contains in its intro-
duction the following suggestions and recom-

mendations : “If it is desirable to continue
investigations regarding labor, commerce, the

industrial, social, sanitary, and educational con-
ditions of life in all respects, then the organic
law under which the Bureau works should be

adequate to its desired
it.” The great utility of

broadened, and power
usefulness be given to
a department of statistic
and the success of tbe
furnishes new evidence

is readily comprehended,
decennial work of 1875
of the need of a thor-

oughly organized department.
The difficulty in our method in this State, at

present, arises from the existence of so many
offices, each seeking statistics of various kinds,
and each making investigations of subjects often
akin in nature and resulting in twofold work.
I am led to believe that if the kindred work
of several of these bureaus were consolidated
into one general bureau of statistics, and put

BUREAU OF STATISTICS.
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under one head, it would result in increased
efficiency, and considerably diminish the expense
as compared with that of separate organization.

STATE OHAEITIE

The charities of the State will merit your care-
ful consideration. The methods of treatment of
pauperism, lunacy, and crime—problems always
intricate to solve—are complicated still more by
the present depression of business and the scarcity
of employment. The poor should be dealt with
justly and liberally; hut the interests of all most
imperatively demand that no more aid should
be given, nor for a longer period, than is actually
necessary, lest imposture be fostered, efforts for
self-support be weakened, and permanent pauper-
ism ensue. It is therefore important that the
administration of public charities should be com-

mitted, by the State and by municipalities, to
discreet and experienced persons, whose official
proceedings shall be open to scrutiny. Were
this always done, no person in Massachusetts
need suffer for the necessaries of life, except
from his own neglect to ask relief. The Board
of State Charities is expected to watch all
the institutions of charity and reform, and to
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recommend all necessary and advisable changes.
The numerous and difficult duties imposed by the

statutes regulating charity and reform, are admin-
istered by departments, in which nearly all the

power is legally vested, subject more or less to

the negative of the Board.
For the details of the work of the year in

these departments, the condition and needs of the
institutions which the Board supervises, and its

suggestions, I must refer you to its annual report,
which will be duly transmitted, and which I am

informed will recommend as a measure of economy
and reform, the consolidation of its own bureaus.

Before leaving this subject, I must call your
attention to the number of public buildings for
charity, lunacy, or correction, now or lately in
process of erection or enlargement, and to the
large sums already appropriated for their con-

struction. These are, the Lunatic Hospital at
Worcester, the Lunatic Hospital at Danvers, the
State Prison at Concord, the Woman’s Prison at
Sherborn, the State Reform School at West-
horongh, and the Lunatic Hospital at Taunton;
the last alone being completed. The first four
are to be entirely new structures, in new locations,
and the Reform School is an enlargement. The
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contracts for these structures have been made, and
the work upon most or all of them is so far
advanced that they will probably be ready for
occupancy during the present and the following
year. The money thus far appropriated for them
amounts to $3,200,000, and if completed according
to present designs, with the necessary equipment,
some of them will require additional appropriations
of considerable amount. Their cost will be nearly
twice as much as the whole state tax of 1875, and
I am told approximates the value of all the build-
ings of our present state institutions for similar
purposes. The necessity for this great outlay, if
not a surprise to the public, seems to imply the
sudden flow into the State of a mass of insanity and
crime which demands investigation, and its cause a
remedy.

The increase of insanity, and the best means
of its prevention, and for the treatment and cure
of those suffering from this painful affliction, are-
attracting a larger share of public interest, and
merit the most careful investigation and the most
effective measures. It appears by the report of the

special Commissioners of Lunacy, submitted to

the Legislature in January last, that the number

IXSAXITY.
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of insane persons in this Commonwealth now

reaches nearly or quite four thousand; and that

this malady is increasing in a ratio greater than
that of our population by nearly twelve per-

cent., is shown by the statistics of the twenty
years, from 1850 to 1870; this increase also is

larger in the foreign element of our population
than in the native born. Among- the causes
assigned for this increase in the former, are

the change in climate, different habits of life,
intemperate indulgences, disappointments, badly-
ventilated tenements, and in general, the influences
which impair the health and fret the mind of the
immigrant. Among the latter class are the edu-
cational pressure upon the young to the neglect
of physical exercise, artificial and unnatural habits
of living, the excitement and competition of busi-

ness, and whatever causes multiply nervous dis-
eases, especially those of the brain, which result in
mental derangement. This may be only a partial
enumeration; but we have the cheering assurance
that the causes of insanity, though more compli-
cated than those of some other diseases, can be
understood and controlled; and that instead of
being a necessary incident of true civilization
insanity proceeds from its artificial developments
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and that it grows largely out of a violation of
physical, mental, and moral laws. Among the
measures suggested as preventive and remedial
agencies, are the dissemination ofpopular informa-
tion respecting the causes of insanity, by which
the common people, and especially those who have
hereditary or artificial tendencies thereto, may be
put on their guard against it; a different classifi-
cation of the insane in asylums and infirmaries,
by which the different types of the malady shall
as little as possible aggravate each other; that
as few restraints shall be imposed upon patients
as is consistent with safety; that greater freedom
of communication with friends, and a closer
guardianship of personal rights in commitment
and discharge shall be instituted; and that some
general and independent supervision shall be
established by which local defects of adminis-
tration may he remedied, information diffused,
and something like uniformity secured upon
plans which embody the best results of science
and experience. I commend the whole subject
to your careful and intelligent consideration.
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WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

The active discussion during recent years, and

especially in this country, respecting the political
and social rights of disfranchised classes of men,
resulting in the establishment of political equality,
has extended also to the consideration of the cor-

responding rights of women; and has assumed

such measure of public recognition as to demand
the thoughtful attention both of students of social
science and of legislators. That the enfranchise-
ment of women would work a most important
change in the structure of society, and introduce
a radical and elemental force into the theory and
practice of our politics, is instantly apparent. The
argument in its favor is presented both on grounds

and of expediency, and is sustained by
iting examples where partial trials have been

me of the interior or frontier States of

the Union, and by the competent service and
tary influence of women in public station
which they have been elected without the suit
of their own haps natt it tin

majority of both sext hould
f woman in tinnope ot the continuant t

phere f domestic and il refinemen
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her influence has hitherto been more potential than
numbers, and more coercive than law. There is
also an excusable, if not a commendable, conserv-
atism which moves slowly towards a change in
the organism of society and of government, the
measure of whose consequences cannot be fairly
deduced in anticipation of actual experience. It
is claimed by the friends of woman suffrage that
something more than constructive representation
is the right of all the subjects of taxation, and
that therefore they should have the right to a

voice at the polls, and that those who are eligible
to hold particular offices should participate in
the elections thereto. Under our State Consti-
tution male persons only, of full age, having
certain other qualifications, are competent to vote
for its legislative and executive officers; and the
statutes and the decisions of the courts in re-

gard to suffrage and eligibility to minor offices,
for the most part accord with the constitutional
restriction. It is claimed, however, that the first
section of the second article of the Federal Con-
stitution, which provides that the President shall
be voted for by electors chosen by the several
States in such manner as their Legislatures may
direct, affords an opportunity to enlarge the basis
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cof suffrage without the violation of constitutional
provision; and it is quite possible that application
may be made to yon for such legislation as shall
include women in that suffrage.

LIQUOR SKLLIXC

The last quarter of a century has been notable
for the discussion of the subject of intemperance,
and for the efforts to suppress this great vice by
different forms of legislation. It is too late to
render necessary any argument or demonstration
of the evils of promiscuous dramselling and
drunkenness. These are well-nigh universally
admitted, and to a degree that exhibits them as

the greatest source of poverty, of crime, and of
domestic unhappiness with which society is
afflicted; so that it is not only the duty of the
Legislature, but the interest of the people, to adopt
such means and measures as shall diminish or

extirpate the evils of intoxication. Moreover, this
is not only a question of morals, but it has impor-
tant relations also to the industrial and economic
interest of the State. Nor would it be wise or

true to conclude that public opinion has beconu
more tolerant of the evils of drunkenness, in con-

sequence of the comparative failure of past dis-
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mission and legislation to diminish them. The

people of Massachusetts, by a large majority,
are no doubt strongly in favor of the utmost
suppression of intemperance; and it is the duty
of the law-makers to adopt such measures as the
well-being of society demands on this as on other

subjects. The vital question, therefore, is narrowed

down to means, rather than to objects of desire,
or to questions of fact or of principle. Tt may be
that some of the difficulty in dealing successfully
with this subject hitherto has arisen from the
neglect or indisposition to recognize this distinc-

tion in its discussion. There is often the greatest

difficulty in preserving perfect harmony of rela-

tions between deductions from an abstract prin-
ciple and the remedial agencies necessary to

accomplish practical results; but this does not
relieve the individual in society, nor the govern-
ment, from dealing with crimes as positive and tan-

gible evils, to be remedied by measures which are
O 7

found to be most just, most practicable, and most
effective. After years of unsatisfactory trial of
prohibitory legislation, —unsatisfactory according
to the testimony of those who made and approved
such laws, and who were intrusted with their
execution,—the Legislature of last year passed an
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Act looking to the regulation of the sale of spirit-
uous liquors, rather than to its entire prohibi-

dre seems to be that this
impartial test before it is
ial shall result in showing

tion ; and the public des

law shall have a fair and

supplanted. If such ati

its greater effectiveness m suppressing rntemper-

-1 rejoice in that success ;

move a failure, that result
ance, all good people will
and if upon trial it shall p
may demonstrate the nst

means of correcting this
clamor of those who d
nohle and beneficent virtu

lessness of license as a
great public evil. The
ig the destiny of this
into the arena of party

politics, and find no language in which to discuss it,
but that of passionate appeal and personal villifica-
tion, should neither dissuade nor intimidate itsuade nor intimidate its
honest advocates from such a demonstrative trial of
this law ; because that form of discussion flow
from individual characteristics which are inherent,

and which find vent in in
af men and of measure

annual address of one of

liscriminate denunciation
;. You may read in an

ny most recent and most
, who was both the ad-conscientious predecessor

of a prohibitory law, thevocate and the executi
following language.

aid in 1874: "Vehement
: and condemnation, not

Governor Washburn :
and vituperative censiu
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only by laymen, but also by ministers of the gos-
pel of peace, have been heaped upon the chief con-
stable, the police commissioners, and the Executive,
because the law is not thoroughly enforced. . .

.

Surely nothing short of Omnipotence could accom-

plish what has not unfrequently been demanded at
his (the Executive’s) hands.” Still more recent

examples will perhaps occur to you as evidence
that this spirit has not yet wholly yielded to the
admonitions of truth, the influences of Christian
courtesy, nor to the decency which becomes good
manners.

Moreover, I think it will be seen upon exami-
nation that the Act of last year was probably
intended to be largely prohibitory in its provi-
sions. In the first place, it expressly declares
that nothing in it shall be so construed, as to
require the mayor and aldermen of a city, or

:> grant licenses. Every
has the right and the
to forbid altogether the

the selectmen of a town, to
city and town, therefore, 1
opportunity secured to it, t

sale of intoxicating liquors
in this particular, and in <

i within its limits; and
others, the present law

seems to involve the principles and measures which
the most advanced temperance men in Great
Britain are seeking to carry out in that country.
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hom licenses have been
it is forbidden, under the

Further, to those to v

granted under this law,
C 1

penalties of forfeiture o license, fine, and impris-
eminent,-

Ist. To sell intoxicating liquors between the

hours of twelve at night and six in the morning, or

during the Lord’s day, excepting in the case of

licensed innholders, who may supply guests in
their lion

pt such as is of good2d. To sell liquor, exc
standard, and free from adulteration

juor to a person known
intoxicated person, or to

3d. To sell or deliver li
to he a drunkard, or to an

a minor ;

lerly conduct, immoral-
emises described in the

4th. To allow any di
ity, or gambling on the }

license ;

sth. To sell at a public bai
The Act took effect on he first day of May last,

and the issue of licenses under it commenced then,

or four weeks later. It
therefore, since it wen

less than eiedit months,

o actual operation. Itice it went n
had much to contend with
comparatively unrestricted

in the outset, from the
traffic in bailors for t

long period, in the larger
the opposition of many in

communities; and from

the trade, who believed
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that their profits would be diminished or de-
stroyed by its limitations. It has had to be
tested by the courts ; its constitutionality has
only lately been declared; and appeals which
have been taken from convictions under it in the
lower courts, have only in part been reached in the
courts above. It is probably defective, perhaps
contradictory, in some of its details, and undoubt-

edly it is capable of much improvement
After somewhat diligent inquiry, I have not

been able to obtain full and reliable information

respecting its operation and probable effectiveness.
A few weeks since, however, the Board of License
Commissioners, established under this Act in the

city of Boston, submitted its first report to the

mayor and city council, covering a period of sis
months, from which the following is an extract: —

"The commissioners do not hesitate to say that, in
their judgment, the law should be changed in many
respects; and their observation leads them to believe
that those changes would secure for it such a degree
of favor and respect, with dealers and with the public, as

to lead eventually to a satisfactory result. Many of the
provisions of the present law are salutary, and, when

widely known and understood, will undoubtedly be
availed of, as a protection to their business, by the
parties most deeply interested.
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"We are satisfied, however, that under
something has been gained ; —there is a la tized, ant

to some reasonable extent enforced,—a law which, without
doubt, has in its general principles the sympathy and sup
port of a large and respectable class of the dealers in liquor
as well as of the community in general. There is likewis

an acknowledged decrease in the sale of intoxicating
liquors ; for it is undeniabl
maintained by the police has

that the vigilant inspection
materially reduced the quan-

tity sold, and that many persons have in consequence
ndon the business. The percentage

may perhaps be relatively small, but i irward
m the right direction. An investigation and report from
the chief of police shows that the number of places where
liquor was sold was 3,090 in December, 1674, against
2,483 on the 17th of Septeml r, 187

The Mayor of Boston, in his Address to the
City Council on Monday last, said:-

The number of places in which spirituous liquor is
Id in this city is less bv iriy seven hundred than it

was under the former system, and the number of arrests
for drunkenness has been by about twenty per cent,

of time lust year.”than it was in the same length

J regard the testimon
from the chief city of

which thus reaches us
the Commonwealth, as

worthy of the most candi Cor itcot

is well to remember tin
always will be, found

it always has been, and
nost difficult lPi>ty
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legislative restraint to this traffic, in the large
centres of population, whatever the precise char-
acter of this restraint may be. On the other
hand, in sparsely-settled and agricultural districts,
almost any measure of repression approved by
the more intelligent and virtuous citizens of the
neighborhood, can be enforced. It is evident, then,
that any law proposing to deal effectively with
the liquor traffic, must be framed with special
reference to the probable difficulties to be encoun-
tered by it in the cities, to which, it should also be
remembered, population is tending more and more;
and the practicability and efficiency of such a law

in the Commonwealth, as a whole, must be meas-
ured by the possibility of its enforcement with

greater or less success in the cities. If it prove
a failure in them, the compensation afforded by

its partial or complete success elsewhere will
hardly be sufficient to justify it as Avise and safe

Commonwealth.legislation for the entire
Could all the friends

dismiss their prejudices
titles, and unite upon ;
discussion and effort, the

of this reform agree to

in respect to names and
ome rational methods of

result Avould no doubt be
most efficacious and conducive to the best good of
society in this direction.
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As the session advances, and further informa-
tion reaches me from different parts of the State,
I may have occasion to communicate again with
the Legislature on this subject. The chief

defect of the law of 1875, as it now stands,

appears to be that it fails in the means of dealing
promptly and energetically
in selling liquors without
To enable the authorities
which is carried on outside

with those who persist
the required license.

to suppress the traffic
of the law, and in defi-

ance of its provisions, it appears to be necessary
that the right should be given them to enter
upon the premises of suspected persons and to
seize such evidences of the illegal traffic as can be
found, and to use the same against offenders in the

courts, as is provided in Acts of 1869, chapter
415, section 44 and following, or some equivalent
powers, with adaptations suited to the present
case. Those who sell under license are liable to

visitation from the officei of the law; and those
licenses, or to whom
1, or from whom they

who refuse to take out

licenses have been refuse
have been withdrawn, she ild be, at least, equally
subject to search and seizure. This would be only
just to the licensed sellers : and it is necessary

for the protection of those communities which
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decide that this traffic shall not be licensed at
ill within their limits.

It may also be found that additional judicial
provisions are necessary for bringing to speedy
trial the cases arising under this law.

Xo presentation of the subjects of primary
interest to the people of Massachusetts would be
complete that did not give prominence to the
facilities afforded for the education of children and
youth. Our system of free schools dates back to
colonial times, and has been constantly and vigor-

ously sustained, not only
progress, but as one of

A free State and popular
relative that the former i
latter is neglected. The

as an instrument of social
the bulwarks of liberty,
education are so far cor-

imperilled wherever the
principles involved, and

the objects to be sought, in a system of education,
are strikingly presented in the language of our
State Constitution, which say

"Wisdom and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused
;enerally among the body of the people, being necessary

for the preservation of their rights and liberties; and as
these depend on spreading the opportunities and advan-
tages of education in the various parts of the country,

EDUCATION*.
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and among the different orders of the people, it shall 1>
the duty of legislatures and magistrates, in all future
periods of this Commonwealth, to cherish the interests of
literature and the sciences, and all seminaries of them
especially the University at Cambridge, publi
and grammar schools in the towns ; to encourage privat
societies and public institutions, rewards and immunitic
for the promotion of agriculture, arts, sciences, com-

and a natural history of themerce, trades, inanufacti
country; to countenance and inculcate the principle
humanity and general benevolence, public and private
charity, industry and frugality, honesty and punctuality

md humor, and all socialin their dealings, sincerity

ms sentiments among the peopleaffections and

exhaustive statementThi iprehensive an

shows that the object of the education which the
State shall foster is not simply the acquisition
of knowledge, hut also the development of char-

mbined shall beand that these tvact

y and in promotused in the development of
ing the virtues and happin
To all that has heretofore be

f the community.

been said in advocacy of
ur schools and colleges, and to all that has been

healthy criticism ofwritten in

their merits and be added r
1. Tinits ofmony fl- ir j

laws respecting the main! hnee of scln
lifferent grades have gene dly been complied with,
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(

and a generous emulation exists among the towns
and institutions for honorable precedence. The
estimated sum of seven millions of dollars, raised
by taxation, or from funds, or expended by private
individuals, in educating more than three hundred
and twenty thousand pupils in public and private
schools, attest the universal concurrence in the
value and necessity of this agency in sustaining
the standard of civilization to which our citizens
aspire. As the wants of the people multiply, and
the means of supplying them and of superadding
the objects of taste and luxury are increased, the
arts and industries will be amplified and perfected,
and fresh demands will be presented for greater
skill in their productions. Ao branch of education
is now receiving more attention, or rising faster
in importance, than what is termed art-education;
and there is none which has -closer relation to the
industrial prosperity of the State and to the wages
of labor.

of education among all the progressive nations
of Europe, and the increase in economic value of
their technical products may be measured in good
degree by the extent to which these agencies have

l

been established.

Di■awing and art schools are the new features
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If it be true, as the governments of the Old
World seem to have concluded, that national

supremacy will henceforth be determined less by
the strength of arms than by their industrial
success, the future of our own country will depend
much upon our ability to meet the competition of
the world. France furnishes a striking example in
point. Profiting by the experience of England,
which, fourteen years ago, had distanced her
hi material prosperity through the establishment
of art-schools, France established similar institu-
tions with even greater success; and in the applica-
tion of the resulting taste and skill to her industry,
may be found one of the main sources of that
vast wealth which enabled her lately to assume,
without injury to her credit, a national debt almost
unequalled in magnitude, and, though defeated, to
come out of costly and desolating wars with
scarcely a shock to her prosperity, and scarcely a
cloud upon the proverbial gayety of her people.

Massachusetts has taken the lead in this country
in this department of education. In 1870, drawing,
as a branch of study, was established in the public
schools by legislative authority; but it was found,
after brief experience, that to render it successful,
a school for training: teachers of drawing' was a
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positive necessity, —a normal art-school for indus-
trial drawing such as the most prosperous manu-
facturing countries in Europe had established;Europe had established;
and, in 1873, such a school was authorized and
established on a scale scarcely more extensive
than was necessary to try the experiment. The
number of students at
exceeds three hundred;
years since the school

present in attendance
and during' the three
was opened, the total
i instruction is six hun-number who have receive

dred and seventy-nine, and yet nearly half as

many more have been refused admission because
of lack of room. I trust that at no distant dav
we may have a building, suitable in size- and

location for this institution, which seems to be
one of the pressing necessities of the State, if
we would retain the leadership in this important
branch of education, and secure to our manifold
industries the advantages which will flow from it,

The State Director of Art-Education says;—

"In my opinion, as a student and thinker on this
subiect, the Massachusetts Normal Art-School, in a com-

modious building erected for the purpose, is essential to
the existence of good industrial art in the State ; and if si

placed, would entirely change the character of the indus-
tries of the whole country. From it, as a fountain-head
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would issue sound principles in design,—the agency for

instruction in industrial art of every kind ; and its influ-
ence would change by increasing the value of every piece
of goods made in the mills of Massachusetts, and finally
infuse taste into the handicraft of every mechanic in the
United States.”

The " School Question,” as it is termed, which
is exciting interest and disturbing the peace of
some other States and localities, is substantially at

rest here under the amendment to Article 18 of
our State Constitution, which provides that,—

" All moneys raised by taxation in the towns and cities
for the support of public schools, and all moneys which
may be appropriated by the State for the support of com-
mon schools, shall be applied to and expended in no
other schools than those which are conducted according
to law under the order and superintendence of the author-
ities of the town or city in which the money is to be
expended; and such moneys shall never be appropriated
to any religious sect for the maintenance exclusively of
its own schools.”

The American Academy of Arts and Sciences
addressed a memorial to the Legislature of 1874,
asking for a new and thorough scientific survey
of the State. It is now more than forty years

A STEW SCTEXTIFtO SURVEY OF THE STATE

9
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since Massachusetts began a survey of its terri-
tory, the results of which were published in a

series of reports upon the geology, zoology, and
botany of the State, with a map and geological
chart.

The memorial of the Academy was referred to

the Board of Education, to be considered and
reported on at the next session. The Board

reported favorably, and further memorials on the

subject came to the Legislature last winter from
the Essex Institute and the Boston Society of

Natural History. A hill was reported by the

Committee on Education, substantially in accord-
ance with the views set forth by these learned
societies, and passed one branch of the Legislature,
but, for some reason, it failed to become a law. I

would refer the whole subject to you for renewed
consideration, and for such favorable action as the

interest and importance attaching to it seem to

require.

henry wir.sox.

Standing in this place, so lately shrouded with
the emblems of mourning for one of the most
illustrious sons of Massachusetts, who was borne

to his grave with national honors, and with every
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manifestation of public and private sorrow, it is

not too late to prolong the tribute of affection

and respect which is associated with the name of
Henry Wilson. His life was a true exemplifica-
tion of American citizenship, and it will be a

perpetual invitation to the youth of the country
to follow that path of industry and rectitude which
promises all to which their ambition can worthily
aspire. Xo illustrious ancestry heralded his ad-
vent ; no favoring fortune surrounded his child-
hood ; no social auxiliaries strengthened the
career of his early manhood. He was born
brave; he loved the right and trusted in it, while
he met the difficulties which beset him as the
oak meets the storm, only to be more firmly
rooted, and to spread its life more and more
outward and upward.

He gave his strength to his country and to
mankind. He fought manfully the battle of life,
and, with more than Spartan celebrity, was borne
upon his battered shield into the Capitol of the
Xation, that he might die in the very sanctuary
of Freedom. His spirit has joined the noble
army of saints and martyrs in the heavens, and
his name will live on earth in memories that are
alike grateful and immortal.
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Nor can you or I forget, that, even non', the
earth is receiving to its bosom the remains of a
past chief magistrate of the Commonwealth, who
embodied in his character, and exemplified in his
life, all that we recognize as highest and noblest
in the name of Christian and scholar, statesman,
gentleman and friend.
&

THE CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

The most interesting event in America during
the current year will undoubtedly be the great
Exhibition of the products of the industry of all

nations, at Philadelphia. In nothing is the prog-
ress of the world so measured and exemplified
as in the development of the arts, and in the
application of science thereto. And perhaps there

is no moving tendency more salutary and effective
than the commingling of different nationalities in
the competition for supremacy in those material
results which inure to the wealth, the comfort,
and the happiness of mankind. Such exhibitions
as that in contemplation are known to have stimu-
lated all kinds of industry in European countries;
and, besides the benefit to be derived by our capi-
talists and workmen, it is worthy of a great and
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progressive nation that the centennial anniversary
of its birth shall be commemorated by the tri-

umphs of peace, rather than by the lond and fiery
clangor of war.

Modern discoveries applied to the purposes of

locomotion and electric communication have real-

ized to ns the common brotherhood of men, and

the substantial unity of all nations, in the most

comprehensive aspect of human interest. Moun-
tains and oceans are now but ridges and ferries
on the lines of communication, and the once

measureless continent is but a ribbon of earth, over
which the message flies with the velocity of
thought. Mature has sufficiently diversified in-
dustry by the varied gifts of soil, climate, and
mineral deposit, to make their culture, fabrication,
and exchange the profitable employment of men.

While each nationality has
for a century, pursuing itf
and application, what can
more instructive than that
at last for an interchange
of merchandise; to rub off

been for years, perhaps
own line of discovery

be more beneficial and
all shall come together
of thought, as well as

the asperities and jeal-
ousies which distance and separation engender,
and to cultivate those friendly sentiments and
that mutual esteem which may precede the beating
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of swords into ploughshares and of spears into
priming-hooks!

The response to the call of our national govern-
ment to join in this international display has
been so general, that we may expect one of the
most valuable and important collections of the
objects of utility and beauty that has ever been

gathered. The Legislature of last year appro-
priated the sum of fifty thousand dollars for the
purpose of ” securing at the Exhibition at Phila-
delphia a due representation of the different arts,
industries, and institutions of this Commonwealth”;
and in pursuance thereof, the Governor and Coun-
cil appointed three Commissioners or agents to

carry out the objects of the appropriation. This
sum, perhaps, exhibits the extent to which the

Legislature trusted in the pride and patriotism of
the people of the Commonwealth, to enter by
voluntary effort and contribution into such a

representation as should be worthy of their attain-
ments and of their renown. The Commissioners
above referred to have been assiduous in the use
of the means placed at their command ; and those
appointed by the national government have also

made encouraging progress in securing the coop-
eration of manufacturers, mechanics and inventors,
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to prepare and forward specimens of tlieir skill
and handicraft.

The educational institutions of the State are

preparing a thorough exhibit of their plan
of operations, and I trust that the facilities
for training the young for the service of life, by
means of primary, high, normal, and industrial
schools, academies, institutes, and colleges, will be
completely represented. It is especially desired
that the organization of Massachusetts as a State
should be accurately reported upon at this time
in her history; and I would urge upon the otliccrs
having charge of the various departments of her
civil economy, to prepare the most thorough and
elaborate illustrations of what the State has done
and is doing, and the theory and plans upon which
her efforts in this direction have been based.
I need hardly remind you, Senators and Rep-

resentatives, that above and beyond the gathered
industries of all nations and of every clime,
there will be one suggestive and transcendent
contribution to this grandest of Exhibitions, —-

one element which surpasses the inventor’s
cunning and the craftsman’s skill, and which we
gladly believe will survive when all the material
monuments of human greatness have crumbled
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into dust or mouldered into decay: it is the
life of this Republic; new-born every hour in
the affections of the American people—-strength-
ened and defended by increasing millions scat-
tered over the acres of our vast domain the
inspiration of our patriotism; let it be also the
sustaining hope of freedom and progress through-
out the world.


